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Formulation of Hypotheses
ABSTRACT: A recent case is described where the evidence of It would be tempting to infer that the best supported hypothesis bloodstaining on a knife suggested that it was a mixture from the is that stain 1 came from Lisa, who is homozygous 13 at D8, and two victims. Interpretation of the evidence in this problem necessitated the formulation of several sets of multiple hypotheses which that stain 2 came from Pauline, who has the required (8,13) genowere analyzed by means of a tree diagram. The problem was then type at that locus. However, the intensities of the peaks at D8 for greatly simplified to one of comparing the two alternative stain 2 can be seen from Table 2 and Fig. 1 to be inconsistent with hypotheses of most interest. It was found that results were robust that view; that is, the peak area for allele 8 at D8 is about 10% of to variation in the expert's judgment regarding the possibility that a mixture of blood was present on the knife. the area for allele 13. Inspection of the peak intensity information at the remaining loci in Fig. 1 suggests that the best supported KEYWORDS: forensic science, DNA typing statistical interpretacombination of genotypes at D8 is (8,13) and (13,13). Therefore, Lisa and Pauline for taking account of peak areas when interpreting mixed DNA Pauline and an unknown person profiles. In this paper, we describe an interesting case in which a Lisa and an unknown person quantitative analysis of the peak areas did not appear to be necesOne unknown person sary. The problem in this case was more one of determining which Two unknown persons were the meaningful hypotheses to address. The solution was certainly not obvious at first sight, but we found that a relatively
The question now arises of how these alternatives are to be weighed simple analysis based on a tree diagram clarified the issues remarkagainst each other. The peak area information appears to support ably.
hypotheses based on two contributors exhibiting genotypes (8,13) and (13,13) at D8. Other combinations, such as a mixture of (8,8) Materials and Methods and (13,13), are possible but have little support and it was decided Short tandem repeat (STR) profiling was carried out using multito ignore them for the purposes of this analysis. Furthermore, the plex polymerase chain reaction (PCR) according to the method interpretation of stain 2 should not be undertaken independently described in [2, 3] . The multiplex detected the following STR loci:
of that of stain 1. The composite analysis that we carried out is D8S1179 (4); D18S51 (5); HUMVWFA31/A (6); HUMTHO1 (7); described below. HUMFIBRA (FGA) (8); D21S11 (9); and the Amelogenin sex test
The analysis of any case is simplest if it is reasonable to consider described in (10).
only two explanations, or hypotheses, for the evidence. The weight The DNA was analyzed on an ABD 377 GeneScanner and fragof evidence is then encapsulated in the ratio of the probabilities ment sizes determined automatically by GeneScan software.
of the evidence given each of the two explanations-the likelihood ratio. In this case, however, that does not seem possible and a Case Summary and Profiling Results more detailed analysis is necessary. Any hypothesis that we address must be a composite of three parts: For the purposes of this discussion, we simplify the circumstances of the actual case considerably to the following. Two sis-
Origin of stain 1-For stain 1 there are two alternatives: either Lisa was the contributor or some unknown person. ters, Lisa and Pauline, had both been stabbed in the course of a violent attack on them by a single male (who was no blood relaIs stain 2 a mixture?-For stain 2, there are two alternative explanations for the intensity information: either the stain is a mixtion). The exhibit of interest was a knife, found discarded near the house where the attack took place, and this bore bloodstaining.
ture of genotypes (8,13) and (13,13) at D8 (as discussed above) or it is not. There were two main areas of staining which we refer to as stains
Origins of stain 2-For stain 2, we have seen that there are Note that we restrict consideration to the case of two-person Logical Inference mixtures. Clearly it is possible in principle that three, four or more
The posterior probability of each hypothesis H i , where i ‫ס‬ 1,2, people contributed to the DNA on the knife, but these are increas-. . ., 14, is given by Bayes' theorem ingly poorly supported hypotheses which serve only to complicate the analysis. The entire scheme of combinations of sub-hypotheses, denoted by the H i 's, can best be shown using a tree diagram, as
Pr( Fig. 2 . Note that all of the implied composite hypotheses have been numbered consecutively in the right-hand column. The U terms have been used to denote unknown people in the following where E denotes the bloodstain evidence from the knife, G ‫ס‬ (G L , way. U1 is a person with the same genotype as stain 1, that is, G P ) denotes the profile evidence from Lisa and Pauline, and Pr(H i ) including homozygous genotype (13,13) at the D8 locus. U2 is a denotes the prior probability of H i given the non-DNA evidence. person with the same genotype as stain 2, that is, including genoAt first sight, this formulation presents a problem because it does type (8,13) at D8. It is also necessary to introduce a third unknown not appear possible to separate the prior terms, which are the provperson, U3, for hypotheses 10 and 12 to allow for the possibility ince of the court, from the likelihood terms Pr(E|G,H i ), which are that stain 1 came from one person and stain 2 came from either the province of the scientist. However, there is a solution as will be explained later. For the time being, the scientist is concerned with assigning values to the Pr(E|G,H i ). We have seen that E is in three parts which we define as follows:
Observed Genotypes E 1 , the genotype of stain 1; E 2 the peak area information for stain 2 at locus D8; and E 3 , the genotype of stain 2. It is helpful to This can be decomposed using the multiplication rule for probabilthat the match probabilities for the genotypes of stains 1 and 2 are ity to give 3 ‫ן‬ 10 ؊6 and 6 ‫ן‬ 10 ؊7 respectively, given G. The difference between the two reflects the fact that, among Caucasians, allele 8
at the D8 locus is rarer than allele 13. We also assume that, for any hypothesis which involves two unknowns, the two are unre-
lated both to each other and to Lisa and Pauline, that is, beyond being members of the same subpopulation, which is the assumption We may simplify by asserting the following:
for the match probability calculation. It could be argued that if an unknown person has contributed to the bloodstaining on the knife,
the fact that the two profiles of interest differ by only a single allele suggests that they are quite likely to have originated from that is, the genotype of stain 1 depends only on the identity of the two close blood relations. If a plausible alternative is that a close person from whom it came; blood relative of Lisa and Pauline's was involved in the stabbing,
who cannot be excluded, then this situation may be dealt with (12) that is, the peak area data depend only on whether or not stain 2 and the strength of the evidence will be reduced. Next, we assume is a mixture; that genotyping is done without error so, if stain 1 is from Lisa,
it is certain that it will have the same genotype as her and so on. that is, the genotype of stain 2 depends only on whether or not it
The most difficult step comes in considering the mixture is a mixture and the identity of the person, or persons, who contribhypotheses. Here we must emphasize a point we made in an earlier uted to it. Thus, it follows that paper (1). It is very tempting for the scientist to address questions of the kind ''What is the probability that it is a mixture given the
peak areas?'' However, we recall a general principle of forensic science: The scientist must consider the probability of the evidence It is now necessary to assign a value to each of the three compogiven the hypothesis, not the other way around. So, in the present nents of the evidence given the relevant sub-hypotheses and this context, it is necessary to address the questions ''What is the probais demonstrated in Fig. 3 . bility of the peak area information given that it is a mixture?'' and First, using Caucasian allele proportions from Evett et al. (11) and adopting the approach of Balding and Nichols (12), we find ''What is the probability of the peak area information given that Fig. 2 .
FIG. 2-Tree diagram describing all possible hypotheses for the bloodstain evidence on the knife (E).

FIG. 3-Tree diagram describing the probability of the evidence for each of the composite hypotheses in
it is not a mixture?'' We accept that these might be difficult quesThe knife bears DNA from both Lisa and Pauline The knife bears DNA which is not from both Lisa and Pauline tions even for an expert to answer. Later, however, we demonstrate that the interpretation is dependent only on the ratio of these probaThese two hypotheses are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. The bilities and we believe that it is reasonable to ask an expert a probability of the evidence given the first hypothesis is the sum question of the form ''How much more probable is the observed of the values in Fig. 3 corresponding to hypotheses 1, 3, 5, and 7, pattern of peak areas if the DNA is a mixture than if it is not?'' provided the prior probabilities for each of these are taken to be Purely for illustration, we proceed on the basis that the expert the same. The probability of the evidence given the second hypothjudges the answer to this question is of the order 5. The crucial esis is the sum of the remaining terms in the final column of Fig.  feature here is that we later investigate the sensitivity of the final 3, again provided that the corresponding prior probabilities are answer to this ratio and we show it is almost completely insensitive the same. The problem has, at last, been reduced to one where a to the expert's assigned value. For illustration, we take the probalikelihood ratio can be calculated. bility of the peak area information given that the DNA is a mixture Recall, however, that we were tentative about assigning probato be 0.5 and given that it is not a mixture to be 0.1. We now have bilities to the peak area evidence for stain 2. It is important to the means to complete the tree diagram in Fig. 3 which shows the determine how sensitive the final likelihood ratio is to the ratio of probability of the evidence given the corresponding subthese probabilities and this was done, in the first instance, by means hypotheses in Fig. 2. of a spreadsheet calculation. The appearance of the spreadsheet The probability of the combined evidence given each composite was very similar to Fig. 3 . The values in the column for Pr(E 2 |H 2 ) hypothesis is then calculated by multiplying together the three were calculated from two cells on the spreadsheet-one where a terms along the respective branches leading to it. The results are value for Pr(E 2 | mixture) could be entered and the other where the shown in the last column. Consider, for example H 7 . Referring to ratio Pr(E 2 | mixture)/Pr(E 2 | not mixture) was entered. In this way, the sub-hypotheses in Fig. 2, Pr(E 1 |G,H 71 ) is the probability of the all values for both terms could be explored, although we believe observed genotype of stain 1 given that it came from some that the ratio would be the most meaningful quantity for an expert unknown person, which is 3 ‫ן‬ 10 ؊6 . Next, Pr(E 2 |H 72 ) is the probato estimate. The result of this analysis, which was initially of some bility of the peak area data for stain 2 given that it is a mixture, surprise to us, was that the likelihood ratio of 277,778 was insensifor which the value 0.5 has been assumed. Finally, Pr(E 3 |G,H 72 , tive to six significant figures to all values of Pr(E 2 | mixture)/Pr(E 2 | H 73 ) is the probability of the observed genotype of stain 2 given not mixture), whatever the value of Pr(E 2 |mixture). This is that it is a mixture of the DNA of Lisa and Pauline, which is 1.
extremely comforting, particularly as it is the custom of the ForenThe probability of the combined evidence given hypothesis 7 is sic Science Service to report such likelihood ratios to two signifithen the product of these three terms, that is, 1.5 ‫ן‬ 10 ؊6 . cant figures at most. We then carried out an algebraic analysis to investigate the reaNumerical Analysis son for the insensitivity. We note that hypotheses 1 and 5 are best supported. However, Algebraic Analysis presenting a picture such as Fig. 3 as evidence to a court is unlikely to be illuminating. A radical simplification is possible if the number Let p L ,p P denote the match probabilities for Lisa's and Pauline's of hypotheses can be reduced to two and this can be done in the genotypes, respectively. We use Pr(E 2 |m) and Pr(E 2 |m) as shorthand for Pr(E 2 | mixture) and Pr(E 2 | not mixture), respectively, and present case by formulating composite hypotheses as follows: let Q ‫ס‬ Pr(E 2 |m)/Pr(E 2 |m). Then, from the structure of Figs. 2 peak intensity information for stain 2 if it did or did not originate from two sources. It emerged that the result was completely insenand 3, we derive the following expression for the likelihood ratio, LR sitive to this assessment. We investigated the analysis algebraically to establish the reason for this and found that the LR comparing the hypothesis that the knife bore blood from both Lisa and Pauline
versus its complement was approximated simply by the inverse of the sum of the match probabilities of Lisa and Pauline's profiles. Thus, even though the structure of our case seems more complicated than usual, the analysis yields an analogous result to that Dividing numerator and denominator by Pr(E 2 |m) gives us that the obtained when testing for the presence of a single named contribu-LR is tor's DNA in a bloodstain originating from a single source; that is, the LR in this case reduces to the inverse of a match probability. 
